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in 
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90% sold success rate 
vs.
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INTRODUCTION

I understand where you are. I successfully built four businesses from the ground up.

Like you, I

poured my life into building those businesses with my blood and sweat, long hours,

early mornings and late nights. You’ve worked hard to build your business, and

you’ve built your staff, hand selecting the best of the best. You’ve built this team, this

family, and you’re responsible for putting food on their tables every week.

You’re building an intricate network of business arrangements, and whether you love

or hate the restoration industry, you’ve been a part of it for long enough to know the

ins and outs. You understand the players, have a great idea of the earning potential,

and genuinely enjoy helping people put their lives back together after disaster.

You’ve built a life with your company. How could you imagine selling it to someone

else?

I’ve been there.

When you break it down, what do you have to gain by selling sooner rather than

later? I hear it form clients all the time—”I’ll cross that bridge when I come to it.”

By the end of the selling process, the majority of business owners end up

saying, “I wish I’d sold sooner!.”

Of course you are attached to your company, but think about what you’re missing out

on—family, friends…life!

One of the most common fears I encounter from prospective sellers is choosing the

wrong time to sell or determining next steps to reach their goals.

That’s where I come in.



INTRODUCTION

In this book, I will walk you through the step-by-step process to sell your business.

But first, here are a few cold hard facts about selling your restoration business:

You need to put your financial house in order at least three years prior to selling

your business. Without exception, potential buyers want to see your three most recent

tax returns, at minimum. Those numbers need to look good to avoid low-ball offers or

deserted deals. Only 1 in 100 small businesses on the market actually results in a

successful transaction.

Buyers evaluate the worth of your business based on its profitability into the

foreseeable future. In their minds, they’re paying today for a stream of profit in the

years to come. Every year they have to wait before realizing a profit results in

discounted profit projections up to as much as 15%.

For owner-operated businesses like yours, the selling process can take as long as

two years. The complex, time-consuming effort is permeated with pitfalls which, for

the unprepared business owner, can lower the sale value by as much as 40%.

Timing is everything when selling your business. Studies show your business can

sell for 20-30% more in a seller’s market than in a buyer’s market.

Review these highlights. Is your business prepared and well documented? Is the

timing right for a sale? If you’re unsure, you need a crystal-clear exit strategy

immediately, and RBA can help!

Let RBA help you walk through what it takes to be mentally, emotionally, and fiscally

prepared to sell your business for top dollar.

DID YOU KNOW
THERE ARE MORE THAN 29 MILLION BUSINESSES IN THE UNITED STATES
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CHAPTER 1

Why Sell?
The reasons to sell your business vary vastly in conjunction with your needs. Financial

concerns, emotional difficulties, and personal challenges are just some reasons you

may be considering a sale. When those warning signs to sell emerge, it’s a mistake to

ignore them and push off your plans to a later date. Successfully selling your

restoration business takes time. You need to begin preparing at least three years

ahead of your proposed exit date to properly execute an effective exit and transition.

Warning Sign #1:

You’re Suffering from B.O.B.

Business Owner Burnout is more than a cool acronym; It’s a common phenomenon

affecting small business owners, especially in the restoration business. Running from

job to job and managing employees takes its toll, and if you’re not prepared for the gut

punch of B.O.B., it’ll consume you and hurt your business.

Picture this:

You wake up in the morning dreading getting out of bed. It was a long night, and you

just don’t want to face another day. Worse still, it’s Saturday, and your kids have a

soccer game that you’ll be missing again. You drag yourself out of bed, stop for that

four-dollar cup of coffee (gasp), and head into the office. After three hours of

paperwork, you drive to a job site to find your guys were late due to faulty equipment,

and in the rush to make up the lost time, they’ve broken a customer’s window. Here

comes that extra insurance paperwork.

BUSINESS OWNER BURNOUT IS ONE OF THE TOP REASONS SMALL

BUSINESSES BEGIN TO FALTER AND EVENTUALLY FAIL.

Days like this are more than just a nightmare, they’re a reality of business ownership.

The demands are never ending, and you’ll wake up the next day and face it all again.

When you’re burned out and exhausted, your decision making is negatively affected,

and that trickles down to affect your employees, operations, and bottom line worse

than any sale. When your employee, vendor, and customer relationships suffer, the

job you used to love becomes a frustrating burden.

Acknowledging your burnout may just reverse the problem. Now, instead of dreading

your day, you’re prepping your business for sale, learning new things, and striving for

achievable goals once more. The spring is back in your step, and your business

excites you once more.



Warning Sign #2:

You’re Out of Ideas and Money to Grow Your Market Share
Innovative ideas are the lifeblood of small business growth, especially in an industry

as crowded as restoration. When you first opened your doors, you were full of the life

and verve that comes with a new endeavor. You were the idea master, and you

actively engaged in your advertising, operations, innovations and employee

engagement.

Now you’re noticing your market share is retracting. Maybe there’s a newer, larger

company moving into your territory. Maybe your market is saturated with smaller

companies. Even if your profits hold steady, you may notice your business growth

slowly shrinking. No longer are you on top of the pack, and your idea pool for

regaining that market share has dwindled. You could purchase another business to

acquire that larger market share, but the will and the capital is lacking.

The desire to hang on while the profits hold steady is strong, and you’re convinced

you’ll recover. This is just a bump in the road, right? The evidence supports selling,

despite your desire to wade through and keep on pushing. It’s best to cash in before

the market erodes further.

Warning Sign #3:

It’s More and More Difficult to Keep Up with Technology
In order to stay competitive in your business, you need to be on top technologically.

The technological advancements touted by your competition make their offerings

sweeter, and to maintain your edge, you’ll need to keep up with each advancement.

You continue to invest in the latest equipment and education for your employees, and

you’re left with a pile of outdated machinery that’s no longer relevant and has no

buyer. You may even be making payments on the outmoded technology, even as you

acquire the newest and best. The constant cycle of recycling the used while investing

in the new is critical to success, and if you find yourself unable to keep up, your

cashflow will take a negative hit.

DID YOU KNOW
ONLY AROUND 1% OF BUSINESS OWNERS HAVE AN EXIT 

PLAN IN PLACE



Warning Sign #4:

You Have No One To Take Over Your Business
Closing up shop and retiring is not an option. You’ve got employees to look after, and

just leaving means abandoning money on the table. You need to place someone in

your position, but you may not have a qualified person available. Maybe there are a

few viable candidates, but none of them can raise the capital to buy you out.

88% of business owners believe someone in their family will run their small business

within five years, yet only 30% of small businesses extend to the second generation,

and just 3% operate into the third.

Your next move cannot rely on a dream that’s proved false for so many. While the

idea of selling may seem daunting, developing a succession plan is critical.

Other Warning Signs to Consider

Your top manager is retiring or leaving to pursue other opportunities, and you 

have no replacement prospect waiting in the wings. Your employees are assets and 

contribute value to your business. Sell before your sale price is affected by the 

departure of a key player.

Running a business can be taxing to your health. If your business operation is 

degrading your wellbeing, you are putting your family at risk. 

Your family business is causing internal conflict. Life is too short to let business 

create a rift between you and your family members. 

Your family no longer knows you. Your partner no longer knows the sound of your 

voice and the dog goes bonkers when you pull in the driveway. If your business has 

separated you from your family, you risk damaging the most vital part of your life. 

Understanding the whys of selling your restoration business is the first step in 

determining if the time is right for you. 
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CHAPTER 2

When Is the Best Time to Sell?

You’ve heard it before: Buy low; Sell high. It sounds simple enough, but this key

principle has funneled the nation’s wealth into 10% of the population.

But what about you, the small business owner? You’ve been in the business a long

time, so you have a good sense about what’s happening around you, still it takes

intensive market research to determine the best time to sell a business.

RBA helps you navigate this process. To determine the best time to sell, you must first

understand the lifecycle of any business.

Maturity Stage

As your company settles into its niche, 

sales and profits begin to level off or 

erode slightly. The continued competition 

is fierce, and your business may struggle 

to maintain its foothold in the 

marketplace. Mature businesses remain 

attractive when their track record is 

primarily positive.

Declining Stage

A business seeing a sharp erosion in 

profits and facing intense competition 

may have a hard time holding onto 

personnel. These business types may 

attract Turnaround Specialists who can 

provide capital to prop up the business. 

These buyers are rare, highly specialized, 

and offering lower prices.

Startup Stage

A small business in the startup stage 

is highly dependent on the owner’s 

ability to realize his vision. The 

business is an unknown quantity, 

and buyers are generally 

uninterested in purchasing.

Early Growth Stage

Buyer interest emerges as the 

business begins breaking even and 

continuing to grow. While not a prime 

candidate for purchase, certain 

strategic buyers may consider 

acquiring the business and adding 

their own product or new channels.

Accelerated Development Stage

The company is in its prime for 

potential buyers as the business 

faces dramatic increases in sales 

and profits. The working capital and 

credit are nearly maxed, and the 

business is beginning to grow 

beyond current management.

ACCELERATED DEVELOPMENT IS THE BEST TIME 
TO SELL YOUR BUSINESS



Stages of business development are not always linear. Your business may cycle

through stages two, three, and four several times over. Businesses become most

attractive to buyers when they are in an accelerated growth stage as their profit

projections are justifiably higher.

The window for prime selling is often missed for emotional reasons. No one wants to

sell when they’re turning a hefty profit, but booming business commands the best

possible price.

Case Study: Missing the Boat on Selling High
A few years ago, I met with a Florida restoration business owner

in his early sixties. His business revenue was well over $4 Million,

and he had an impressive 7,000 sq. ft. facility. I estimated a sale

for $2.7 million on the open market if he sold at that peak as he

was nearing retirement.

He politely declined and assured me his business would continue

to grow for a few more years, but he was sadly mistaken.

The business environment began its natural decline, and his

profits quickly eroded. He laid off many loyal employees and

worked 80+ hours a week to stay afloat. Three years later, when

we met again, I had the unfortunate task of informing him his

business was essentially unsellable.

He could only close his doors, lay off the rest of his workforce, and

sell his equipment for a mere $450,000. His entire life’s work

netted him just 16% of what he could have made only a few years

earlier.

Missing the boat on selling high was more than just an unfortunate

turn; It was a devastating reduction in circumstances at the

retirement stage of his life and the sad end of his beloved

business venture.

Ask yourself if you’re moving toward making the same mistakes.



Let me speak frankly, business owner to business

owner…

I am not just the guy trying to earn a commission and sell your business. I am the

business owner who has made the mistakes, done the legwork, and learned to

capitalize on the best business practices for sustaining growth and selling at your

prime. I understand your emotional attachment and the brave business decisions

you’ve made to get where you are.

Let’s look at your options from a practical point of

view…

Your business is nothing more than an asset that is producing a reasonable cash flow

for the time you’ve invested.

Buyers will view these assets as items, not emotional affixations with meaning outside

of their value.

Assets often lose value due to unforeseen circumstances. The smart solution is buying

a business at wholesale and selling for retail.

These are the cold hard facts. The unarguable truths. Unfortunately, they run counter to

our human psychology and attachments.

When you become attached, selling when it’s financially smart will be a difficult

challenge to overcome.
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CHAPTER 3

How to Prepare for Sale

Before you can sell, you must understand where you are and where you must go.

Even in the strongest seller’s market, the absence of a well-planned, strategic exit can

diminish your outcomes.

FIRST THING’S FIRST: How to Tell if it’s a Seller’s Market

There are generally four big indicators that we’re riding through a seller’s market.

Wealth Pervades Your area

Take a look around. Is there money 

floating around your marketplace? Wealth 

is generally an indicator of a seller’s 

market as investors have more capital at 

their disposal.

Interest Rates are Low

You don’t need to be an economist to 

know that low interest rates mean money 

is cheaper to come by. The buyer of your 

business most likely has a loan, and 

readily-available financing in low-interest 

seasons means more people willing to 

borrow and consequently buy.

The Industry Reflects Growth

The restoration industry is consolidating 

and doing so quickly. Private equity firms 

are gobbling up restoration companies in 

the hopes of making a national, highly 

profitable platform.

An Increase in Business Value

A colleague of mine named John 

Hammett is an investment banker at 

Corporate Finance Associates. A 

former business owner himself, a few 

years ago found him working to sell a 

division of his business. While 

pursuing the sale, he picked up 

valuable intel.

“Any time you have an opportunity to 

get liquidity in your company, you need 

to seriously consider it; because 

running a business is risky, and the 

longer you hold on to that business 

and the bigger you get, the more 

chance you risk of failure.”

When the businesses around you are 

valuable but cash poor, you know that 

you’re entering a seller’s market. 



Think Like a Buyer, Not an Owner

Preparing your business for sale requires thinking like a buyer. Getting in the head of

your buyers allows you to understand what will position your business to sell at top

dollar. Channel both the financial and strategic buyer, and prepare your business

according to their individual needs.

A financial buyer looks at the worth of your business based on future profitability

forecasting. They are paying up front today for a profit stream down the road. For

every year they must wait to realize profit, they discount your profit projections as

much as 15%.

The strategic buyer develops an offer based on the value of your company, and it is

secured by them. They may purchase your business and add their own access to a

new market.

Your best bet at a high-dollar sale is appealing to both buyer personas.

Buyers are looking for profit and sales history and will analyze the value of your

restoration business. Developing their bid begins with analyzing profit and history.

They’ll look for at least three years of financial information.

Positive cashflow is a key indicator of business health, both now and in the immediate

future. It shows your company is paying for services in a timely manner and has more

than enough cash to cover monthly costs. If you cannot show proper management of

the spread between payables and receivables, your prospective buyers will be blinded

by red flags.

CONSIDER THIS…
• Buyers want to know if you’re able to diversify.

i.e. expand your residential restoration workload into commercial 
restoration

• A high-value workforce, such as skilled technicians and experienced 
managers, increases your business value in the eyes of a buyer.

• Loyal customers and a large client network are a win when proving 
your worth.



Seven Powerful Value Drives for Your Business

1: Increase Cash Flow
If buyers believe they’ll need to inject cash into a business after purchase, they’re

going to discount their offer. They may even walk away entirely.

Take time to analyze your cashflow and understand obstacles. You may be surprised

by the number of self-inflicted cashflow challenges and the easy solutions to

overcome them. Tighten up efficiency and work as effectively as possible to reduce

costs and invest in better customer billing practices.

2: Remove Yourself & Develop Your Team
If you’re selling your business, you’re not likely to stick around after that sale. Buyers

want to know that your business is sustainable and profitable once you’re removed

from the equation. Building employees and customers who are loyal to your brand—

not you—can sustain profitability upon your departure.

If a buyer suspects customers and employees will walk if you 

leave, they’ll heavily discount their offering price or make no 

offer at all.

Begin removing yourself gradually from the day-to-day operations. Start by

taking days off midweek, and empower your managers to make key

decisions in your absence. Identify who has the capacity to fulfill your

duties and begin training them in key components of the business. A

strategic succession plan ensures that you have the right people in place to

drive business once you’re gone.

Buyers will look closely at your management team and assess your staff

performance when calibrating their offering price. A quality management

team will invite buyers into a seamless transition with little disruption to

business operations.



3: Replace Family Members on Your Staff
Working with family is a natural part of business ownership, but it can prove

poisonous to buyers. Placing family members in key operational positions raises a

number of questions for the buyer:

- Are they the most qualified for the job?

- Will they feel entitled after you sell?

- Are they earning more money than another employee in the same position?

Buyers are extremely wary of acquiring a business with the seller’s family members in

employ.

4: Reduce Your Personal Perks
Business owners often expense personal perks to reduce their tax burden. When

owning and operating your own business, this is acceptable, but it can throw up red

flags for buyers.

Such perks often take up a chunk of cashflow, and buyers may completely discount

these expenses when they’re considering the company. This diminishes the worth of

your company in the offer-making process.

5: Sell Unnecessary Assets
Ditching the excess and extraneous makes your business more appealing to buyers.

Most owners want to buy the latest and greatest equipment and, over time, end up

with much more equipment than necessary. Buyers are not interested in buying extra

equipment and will not pay for it. It is better to sell off unnecessary equipment in

independent transactions than lose its equity by including it in the sale of your

business where the value may be diminished.



6: Develop and Document Your Sales & Marketing Strategy
Maintaining a successful sales strategy is a sellable asset to your buyer. Why fix what

isn’t broken? A buyer wants to know what works so they can easily replicate your

operations once they take control.

Knowing how you generate new business and the sequence of your marketing

process attaches value to your operations. Document your procedures, and help your

potential buyers envision the profitability and growth potential of your business.

7: Diversify Your Customer Base
Buyers are wary of business owners who put all eggs in one basket. If your customer

base consists of one or two large clients, buyers see signs of instability. Diversifying

takes many shapes and forms and may mean bringing your current products and

services to new markets.

Never allow more than 20% of your revenue to be sourced by one client (or TPA) .

Losing that high-volume customer could put the business in jeopardy. Consider

diversifying your suppliers as well as your clients, and you’re sure to find new revenue

potential and stability.

START IMPLEMENTING THESE STRATEGIES TODAY

Increasing the value of your business and preparing to sell are not

mutually exclusive goals. Applying tried and true growth strategies will

benefit your bottom line regardless of your selling intentions. Increasing

your business value is inherently positive and puts you in the position to

sell when you’re ready.
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CHAPTER 4

You’ve Got One Shot

Selling your restoration business is an important and weighty decision, and you have

one chance to get it right. The selling process can take as long as two years, and it’s

extremely complicated. If you can’t anticipate the pitfalls, you’ll find yourself making

costly errors and devaluing your business.

If you’re planning to tackle the sale of your business independently, ask yourself these

questions:

• Can I accurately evaluate my business and develop an appropriate asking price?

• Do I have experience in analyzing recent sales in the restoration business sales

market?

• Do I know how to position my business for sale in a way that appropriately

generates competitive offers from qualified buyers?

• Do I have experience negotiating a selling price?

If you can’t confidently answer yes to all of these questions, you need to seek

assistance. Restoration Brokers of America works with businesses like yours to

evaluate the pitfalls and answer these tough questions. Our experience becomes your

leg up in a competitive market.



ABOUT RESTORATION BROKERS OF AMERICA

We are experienced Restoration Brokers with targeted experience serving

businesses like yours.

After years of working with owners like you, we understand the restoration

industry and how to maximize the value of your business.

Our experience selling restoration businesses enables us to communicate

the value in your business in a way that is relevant, understandable, and

compelling to potential buyers to bring you the best offer.

$500+M

600+

90%

IN RESTORATION BUSINESSES SOLD 

QUALIFIED BUYERS LOOKING TO 

PURCHASE A RESTORATION BUSINESS

OF BUSINESSES WE BRING TO 

MARKET ARE SOLD

$550M

1200+

90%



Telephone
321-344-8033

Address
4767 New Broad Street, Orlando, FL 32814

Email
Gokul@rbasells.com

www.RBASells.com


